
Sequence A list of items in a given order, 
usually following a rule

Term One of the members of a sequence

Difference The gap between numbers in a 
sequence

Successive Coming after another term in a 
sequence

Linear 
Sequence

A sequence whose terms are 
increasing or decreasing by a 
constant difference

Non-linear 
Sequence

A sequence whose terms are not 
increasing or decreasing by a 
constant difference

Increasing 
sequence

A sequence where every term is 
greater than the previous term (also 
called ascending)

Decreasing 
Sequence

A sequence where every term is 
less than the previous term (also 
called ascending)

Term-to-
term rule

A rule that describes how you get 
from one term of a sequence to 
another

Geometric 
Sequence

A sequence is geometric is the 
value of each successive term is 
found by multiplying or dividing the 
previous term by the same number

Fibonacci 
sequence

The next term in a Fibonacci 
sequence is found by adding the 
previous two terms together

Function A relationship with an input and an 
output

Variable A numerical quantity that might 
change, often denoted by a letter, 
for example 𝑥 or 𝑡

Coefficient A number in front of a variable, for 
example the coefficient of 5𝑥 and 
5𝑡 is 5

Term A single number or variable or a 
number or variable combined by a 
multiplication or a division

Inverse The opposite of a mathematical 
operation; it reverses the process

Expression A collection of terms involving 
mathematical operations

Substitute To replace letters with numerical 
values

Equal Having the same value. We use =
between number and calculations 
that are equal and ≠ when they are 
not

Equation A statement showing two things are 
equal

Commutative When an operation can be in any 
order

Linear 
Equation

An equation with a simple unknown 
like 𝑎, 𝑏 or 𝑐

Solve Find a value that makes an equation 
true

Solution A value you can substitute in place 
of the unknown in an equation to 
make it true

Like Terms Terms whose variables are the 
same, for example 7𝑥 and 12𝑥

Unlike Terms Terms whose variables are not 
exactly the same, for example 7𝑎
and 12𝑥 or 2𝑥2 and 5𝑥

Equivalent Two expressions are equivalent if 
they always have exactly the same 
value, for example 𝑥 + 𝑥 is 
equivalent to 2𝑥. 
Equivalent to is shown as ≡

Simplify Rewrite in a simpler form, for 
example rewrite 8 × ℎ as  8ℎ


